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ABSTRACT 

The purpose of this follow-up study was to determine the 
adequacy and effectiveness of the Clyde Park High School Business Edu¬ 
cation Program and to determine if the business program offerings 
during the years 1970 through 1976 had met the needs of the graduates. 

The population sample included the eighty-one graduates of . 
Clyde Park High School in 1970, 1971, 1972, 1973, 1974, 1975, and 
1976. The method of evaluation was a follow-up survey of the gradu¬ 
ates. A cover letter and questionnaire were sent to each graduate 
soliciting their opinions and comments concerning the business pro¬ 
gram. The process of data analysis was based on the number of 
responses to each question and percentages. The questionnaire con¬ 
tained thirty questions and attempted to answer these questions 
concerning the graduates: (a) general background information, (b) 
occupational information, (c) business education needs, (d) graduates’ 
evaluation of the business education program. Twenty-four tables were 
used to graphically illustrate the results of the questions. 

Based on the results of the survey, the following conclusions 
were formulated: (a) graduates received adequate education for voca¬ 
tional business occupations, (b) graduates received adequate education 
for social business needs, (c) graduates received adequate education 
for college preparation business needs, (d) the facilities and equip¬ 
ment of the business program met the needs of the graduates, (e) the 
instructor, media, and methods of instruction met the needs of the 
graduates, (f) the graduates received adequate career guidance 
education. 

Recommendations made in this follow-up study were as follows: 
the school should update the equipment used in the business program; 
add more advanced professional business courses such as Accounting 
II and Data Processing; maintain the same vocational and social 
business courses; increase typewriting standards to fifty words per 
minute and shorthand standards to ninety words per minute for employ¬ 
ment preparation; maintain a college preparation program for one- or 
two-year vocational-technical schools, as well as the four-year 
college program; provide a cooperative business education program 
for on-the-job training; and provide student orientation to school 
curriculum courses, requirements, and programs. 



Chapter 1 

INTRODUCTION 

Evaluation of business education programs by business educators 

is becoming an increasingly more important part of the "accountability" 

in education. It is a highly talked about aspect of any educational 

program but probably the least utilized and least well carried out 

by secondary institutions. For too long a time, complacency seems 

to have prevailed within the traditional programs of study in many 

secondary institutions. Modified approaches to the teaching of 

subject matter certainly have been evident in recent years; yet 

ultimate goals of the teaching and learning process have not for the 

most part kept pace with the constantly changing world of work and 

economic understanding (Kaisershot, 13:248). 

How and where one begins the process of evaluating existing 

programs and conditions for purposes of updating can be exasperating. 

One viable route available to most business educators is a follow-up 

study of former graduates. Llewellyn indicates that in follow-up 

studies he has conducted the data received from the students is 

necessary in developing new courses as well as new programs and units 

of work. In addition, the information received aids him in identi¬ 

fying the obsolescence of some units of instruction and reveals the 

necessity of new equipment for his school (Llewellyn, 15:19). 
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With vast changes occurring in the business world at a very 

rapid rate, it is the responsibility of business educators to meet 

the needs of the students’ social, vocational, and college prepara¬ 

tion business education and to denounce the philosophy of "business 

education as usual." It is, therefore, the need for current evalua¬ 

tion that this study was made. 

STATEMENT OF THE PROBLEM 

The purpose of this study was to determine, through a follow¬ 

up study of recent graduates, if program revision was needed to 

provide students enrolled at Clyde Park High School with adequate 

business preparation both socially and vocationally. In order to 

reach a conclusion and make recommendations, this follow-up study 

attempted to answer the following questions and determine the validity 

of the hypotheses: 

1. What are the occupations of the graduates? 

2. What employment standards of performance were required? 

3. How were jobs obtained and when did graduates begin 

work? 

4. What were occupational monthly salaries? 

5. What filing systems were used in the occupations? 

What business and office duties were performed? 6. 
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7. What business courses did graduates take while at Clyde 

Park High School during years 1970 through 1976? 

8. What business courses taken at Clyde Park High School 

proved to be most valuable and least valuable since graduation? 

9. What types of post secondary schools were attended and 

completed? 

10. What business courses did graduates of Clyde Park High 

School take after graduation? 

11. WTas occupational information provided in high school? 

12. What is the recommended business curriculum for a small 

rural high school such as Clyde Park High School? 

The hypotheses of this study are: 

1. Graduates of Clyde Park High School during the years 1970 

through 1976 received adequate education and training for vocational 

business occupations. 

2. Graduates of Clyde Park High School during the years 1970 

through 1976 received adequate education to meet their social busi¬ 

ness needs. 

3. Graduates of Clyde Park High School during the years 1970 

through 1976 received adequate basic business .preparation for college 

entrance from which to begin an advanced professional business 

career. 
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4. The facilities and equipment of the business education 

program at Clyde Park High School met the individual needs of the 

graduates during the years 1970 through 1976. 

5. The instructor, media, and methods of instruction met 

the needs of the graduates during the years 1970 through 1976. 

6. The business education program of Clyde Park High School 

met the career education needs of the graduates during the years 1970 

through 1976 for work in the business world. 

NEED FOR THE STUDY 

This study is important because of increased enrollment in 

the business education program at Clyde Park High School. It seems 

as trends develop and interest in them increases, students must be 

made aware of their implications and future expectations. A trend 

in our economic system is the emergence of more business occupations. 

Four out of every ten jobs in the United States are business related. 

Projections indicate that by 1980 half of all jobs in the United 

States will be business related. The students at Clyde Park High 

School need to be made aware of and need to be prepared for these 

occupations. Equally important is the need for these students to 

be prepared personally or socially for these changes in the business 

world. 
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It should be the objective of a business education program not 

only to say what the needs and solutions to a business education pro¬ 

gram are but to do one’s utmost to carry out and accomplish that 

objective. Hertz states this about the views of business education 

department chairmen in small Montana secondary public schools: 

As in the case with large schools, small Montana 
secondary public schools do not practice what the leaders 
consider to be ideal curriculum standards. Forty-one of 
50 or 82 percent of the curriculum standards tested were 
significantly different when comparing the leaders ideal 
to the small school actual (Hertz 9:207). 

With this thought in mind, .an evaluation of the business education 

program at Clyde Park High School seemed to be in order. Through a 

follow-up study of graduates, the administration, staff, and board 

of education of Clyde Park High School can keep in step with changes 

in the business world so the students will be better able to meet 

the challenges of current and future business society. 

LIMITATIONS 

Limitations of this study were as follows: 

1. The review of literature was restricted to the Montana 

State University Library, Bozeman, Montana. 

2. The population sample was limited to the graduates of 

Clyde Park High School in 1970, 1971, 1972, 1973, 1974, 1975, and 

1976. 
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3. The data came from usable responses of the returned 

questionnaires which were sent to the graduates. 

4. The conclusions drawn and the recommendations made were 

restricted to the use of Clyde Park High School. 

DEFINITION OF TERMS 

Respondents—those graduates who returned the usable 

questionnaires. 

Response(s)—answers provided in usable questionnaires 

returned by graduates. 
i 

Business Education Program—the total business program neces 

sary to provide students social business, vocational business, and 

college preparation business training and education. 

Social Business—that program within the total business edu¬ 

cation program which provides education necessary to develop 

foundations for economic literacy. 

Vocational Business—that program within the total business 

education program which provides education necessary to develop 

competencies for vocational business occupations. 

College Preparation Business—that program within the total 

business education program which provides those business courses 

needed in high school which will give college bound students a 
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stronger foundation of basic business knowledge from which to begin 

an advanced professional business career. 

Service Occupations—includes domestic performance tasks in 

and around private households. It also includes serving individuals 

in institutions and commercial establishments. 

i 



Chapter 2 

REVIEW OF LITERATURE 

A review of literature was developed to help determine the 

purpose and necessity of a follow-up study as well as to discuss 

research found by others conducting such a study. Business education 

is not to be considered something new in the total school curriculum; 

however, maybe the need for current follow-up studies is new. Busi¬ 

ness education has over the years collected many names and has been 

interpreted differently, but the meaning of business education has 

not changed. Current thoughts on evaluation of the business educa¬ 

tion curriculum seem to indicate the necessity for follow-up studies 

or the like to determine if the meaning of business education is still 

consistent with its philosophy. It should also be to determine if 

the graduates of a business education program are being provided with 

adequate and realistic preparation for the business world. 

As the bicentennial year has just passed and much time was 

devoted to the review of past achievements, the writer would like to 

go back and give a brief historical account of business education, its 

aims, objectives, and philosophies during this century. Using the 

past as a basis for an understanding of business education, some pro¬ 

jections for future needs and requirements in business education will 

be discussed. Previous research and follow-up studies to support the 

need for this follow-up study will be reviewed in section three. 
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HISTORICAL REVIEW OF BUSINESS EDUCATION 

As a basis for determining what the historical aims and 

objectives of business education were, the following philosophical 

ideas of prominent individuals and professional organizations are 

stated which represent business education during that era. During 

the early 1900's with a thriving economy, business occupations were 

readily available which provided a great deal of on-the-job practical 

business education experience. It was not until the depression era 

that two basic philosophies developed. The first observation was 

made by Nichols during the 1930’s on office occupations. He found 

males leaving office occupations and going on to advanced college 

level training and the number of females increasing in office occupa¬ 

tions. This was a forerunner to vocational business ideas. Nichols 

states: 

These office trades at their best are but stepping 
stones to higher levels of business employment. They are 
not attractive to either men or women as a life work, with 
possible exceptions of four of these listed: secretarial- 
stenographer, stenographer, correspondent, and bookkeeper 
(Nichols, 17:311). 

Along with the idea of practical job training came an emphasis 

on money management through basic business courses. In 1929 Kitson 

wrote this about the need for economic education: 

Each pupil in a commercial course be helped to acquire 
in school one skill demanded in modern business, but that 
he spend the rest of his preparatory period in acquiring 
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a good general education and a knowledge of the rudi¬ 
ments of business organization and management. This 
view seems to be worthy of serious consideration ... 
with a broad background he will be able to grow . . . 
in business power (Kitson, 14:7). 

In 1930 Shields emphatically stated this of business 

education: 

Real business education is economic education ... 
which will give the student a knowledge of the basic 
realities of business life and relationships. We can¬ 
not place technique and socio-business subjects on a 
dual basis since one is basic and the other supple¬ 
mentary. We cannot accept a two-headed definition of 
the field, but must recognize that certain elements 
must be given most emphasis and these I take to be the 
economics factors (Shields, 25:27). 

These two trends continued, and by the 1940's and 1950's 

approximately 40 percent of the office positions were held by women, 

and the objectives of the business education program were directed 

toward women. Tonne stated this of the increasing female involvement 

In stenography, the key occupation for which business 
training is given in high school, 93.4 percent of those 
employed were women; similarly, in bookkeeping, clerical 
and selling occupations, a larger percentage of the 
younger workers were women. It is obvious, therefore, 
that the greater percentage of girls enrolled in business 
is justified (Tonne, 27:131). 

During this same period of time the editor of "General Busi¬ 

ness Education" went on record defending the need for social-economic 

business education. 

General business education is that training needed by 
all in order that (1) each may carry on effectively his 
daily business activities centered about the home and his 
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personal life, (2) each may understand and participate 
in the business life of the community and of the nation 
as these affect him personally and as they relate to 
the well-being of every other citizen, and (3) each may 
have an understanding of business as a factor in world 
relations and in world economic well-being (Salsgiver, 
24:5). 

During the era of the 1960's Lomax stated that one of the 

major objectives of business education was: 

... to prepare students for and in those business 
experiences in which all citizens should be proficient 
both in knowledge and performance. Business education 
in this respect is an area of general education or common 
learnings which all enlightened citizens should have 
(Lomax, 16:5). 

At this same time, not the philosophy of one man was set 

forth, but the philosophy of the government through the adoption of 

the Vocational Education Act of 1963 and the subsequent 1968 Voca¬ 

tional Education Amendments. It established curriculum guides for 

Clerical and Record Keeping Occupations and Stenographic, Secretarial 

and Related Occupations. The philosophy of the vocational acts are 

now a part of the present day business education programs. Even 

though vocational business education was a challenging force in the 

1960's, those who believed in social business education were stead¬ 

fast in their beliefs right on into the 1970's. For in 1972 Price, 

Hopkins, and Duff concluded this of the '60's era: 

. . . that the campaign for economic education 
became a reality for business teachers. As a result of 
this concern for economic education, general business 
teachers accept one overall purpose for their course: 
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To help all students understand the role of business 
in our economic system ... In keeping with the new 
one-objective philosophy, specific course character¬ 
istics evolved . . . (1) to understand the role of 
business in our economic system . . . (2) for all 
students . . . (3) provides for in-depth coverage of 
a smaller number of related topics . . . (4) deals 
with more important topics (Price, Hopkins, Duff, 
21:2,3). 

In 1973 the Elementary and Secondary Act of 1965 was amended 

to include instruction of consumer education in schools which 

reinforced the philosophy of those who believed in social business 

education. In contrast to this era of the 1970's Pittenger stated 

this of the vocational philosophy of business education: 

The business and office occupational group (referred 
to as the clerical and related occupations group by the 
U.S. Department of Labor) has been one of the fastest 
growing areas of employment since 1900 and represents 
the largest occupational group in the nation. It consists 
of approximately 13.5 million, or 17 percent, of the total 
employed in America. Of this 13.5 million, 3.7 million 
are other clerical employees. Instruction in vocational 
business subjects should provide a means of developing 
and using maximum potential of those interested or 
engaged in business occupations (Pittenger, 18:1). 

From the previous historical statements it seems the fight for 

social and vocational business recognition has been going on for quite 

some time. It would seem there might be some area of compromise. 

Hertz states this of business education: 

Let's not let the pendulum swing back and forth. 
Let's meet both our objectives in business education— 
vocational competencies and business foundations for 
economic literacy (Hertz, 10:243). 
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PROJECTIONS FOR FUTURE NEEDS AND 
REQUIREMENTS IN BUSINESS 

The business world is changing rapidly; it is becoming more 

sophisticated and technological. The business education program, 

therefore, must meet the challenges of specialization in business. 

No matter what the size of a business education program, it must pre¬ 

pare the students to cope with and understand the advanced business 

society they will be living in. 

There are many areas of concern when discussing future needs 

of business education. One great concern in business education is 

the determination of what its educational objectives and goals x^ill 

be, in relation to the total school curriculum, to promote the ful¬ 

fillment of the students' social, vocational, and college preparation 

business education needs. According to the report of the National 

Commission on the Reform of Secondary Education, the Commission's 

proposed national goals indicate that business education as an 

integrated part of the total school curriculum should achieve the 

following: 

1. Achievement of Communication Skills 

2. Achievement of Computation Skills 

3. Attainment of Proficiency in Critical and Objective 

Thinking 

4. Acquisition of Occupational Competence 
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5. Clear Perception of Nature and Environment 

6. Development of Economic Understanding 

7. Acceptance of Responsibility for Citizenship 

8. Knowledge of Self 

9. Appreciation of Others 

10. Ability to Adjust to Change 

11. Respect for Law and Authority 

12. Clarification of Values 

13. Appreciation of the Achievements of Man (Ryoland, 23:1) 

Another concern of business education is the fact that on the 

secondary level it has evolved into two separate and distinct disci¬ 

plines, the two basic disciplines being social business (economic 

literacy) and vocational business (vocational competencies). There 

are strong feelings which support the contention that both these 

disciplines be maintained for fulfillment of future needs in business 

education. The Policies Commission for Business and Economic Educa¬ 

tion, through its This We Believe About Business Education in the 

High School statement, indicates the purposes of business education 

should be to provide: 

a. The knowledge, attitudes, and nonvocational skills 
needed by all persons to be effective in their personal 
economics and in their understanding of our economic system. 

b. The vocational knowledge and skills needed for 
initial employment and for advancement in a business career 
(Policies Commission, 20:1). 
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Forkner sums up the goals of social business education as 

follows: 

Every individual, at one time or another, uses busi¬ 
ness services. He buys merchandise, insurance, and 
services; he contributes to social security; he pays 
taxes; he votes on issues that have to do with his eco¬ 
nomic life. Business education that deals with these 
aspects of daily living is comparable to the social 
studies curriculum that deals with civic competence. 
Both are equally important as a part of the requirements 
for social-business competence on the part of all youth. 
A realistic program of education for boys and girls 
recognizes the basic business offerings as one of the 
general education requirements for high school gradua¬ 
tion for everyone (Forkner, 7:1). 

Forkner not only had strong feelings about social business, he 
i 

considers vocational business education vitally important in the total 

business education program as well. He stated'this about vocational 

business education: 

The second major function of business education is to 
prepare young people for occupational life. Occupational 
competence means more, however, than occupational skill. 
The modern worker must know about the economics of his 
job. He must be able to advance on the job as a result 
of the preparation he secured in school and the experience 
on the job. He must have as many skills to market as his 
abilities permit him to acquire. He must have proper 
attitudes toward work and must possess those traits which 
make for success on a job (Forkner, 7:1). 

In a This We Believe About Business Education in the Secondary 

Schools statement, the Policies Commission for Business and Economic 

Education feels business education can accomplish its goals by: 
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a. Specialized instruction to prepare students for 
careers in business. 

b. Fundamental instruction to help students assume 
their economic roles as consumers, workers, and citizens. 

c. Background instruction to assist students in 
preparing for professional careers requiring advanced 
study (Policies Commission, 19:1). 

According to the This We Believe About the Expanding Leadership 

and Planning Role of the Business Educator in General Education, the 

Policies Commission for Business and Economic Education stated: 

a. Business teachers should seek ways and means of 
cooperating with the vocational counselors regarding the 
opportunities and qualifications necessary in business 
occupations. 

b. Business teachers should, through their business 
courses acquaint their students with the many opportunities 
in business and the requirements for entering the various 
fields. 

c. The ablest students in high school'business courses 
should be provided appropriate advance instructional materials 
and should be expected to advance as rapidly as their 
abilities permit. They should not be retarded by the advance¬ 
ment rate of the average or slow student. 

d. Students of different levels of ability can secure 
jobs in business. Each student, therefore, should be 
encouraged to enroll in those courses in which he has the 
greatest opportunity to succeed. 

e. Persons of high ability are needed to manage and 
operate our business and industrial enterprises. The high 
school has a major responsibility to help able students 
explore their 'interests and abilities in the field of 
business. 

f. Business courses should also be available to the 
college-bound student to assist him in earning his expenses 
in college (Policies Commission, 20:6). 

Other objectives and goals in business education as presented 

by the Pennsylvania Department of Education are as follows: 
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a. The further development of vocational and non- 
vocational business education programs to adequately 
meet the needs of disadvantaged youth and adults, 
especially the poor, and culturally different. 

b. The organization of curriculum, such as office 
management, in area vocational and technical schools. 

c. Greater emphasis on the possible effectiveness 
of cooperative business education in secondary school 
programs. 

d. Greater encouragement to business teacher education 
institutions to include more work experience opportunities 
within the graduate and undergraduate programs. 

e. Greater encouragement be given to comprehensive 
high schools and area vocational technical schools to 
develop interdisciplinary programs, such as in consumer 
education, and to provide small business management to 
youth and adults who desire to be self-employed. 

f. The strengthening of adult vocational business 
education through the organization and administration 
of planned, sequential programs. 

g. The further development of college preparatory 
business programs where the objective of such a program 
is to provide occupational training for college bound 
pupils. Only those pupils enrolled in the college 
preparatory curriculum who are above average in ability 
would be eligible to enroll in business subjects care¬ 
fully planned by the business education department. 
This might be business education's most significant 
contribution to the "mentally gifted" whose objective 
is to pursue further education at a post high school 
institution. Such training is practical for boys and 
girls who want to attend college but must support, 
or partially support, themselves while doing so. These 
skills also might be used in college classrooms and in 
the preparation of term papers. Those young people who 
start college and do not finish—approximately 50 
percent—will appreciate a vocational skill to help 
them in earning their livelihood (Department of Educa¬ 
tion, 5:31,32). 

The last concern to be discussed in this section is career 

education in relation to the business education program. "Many busi¬ 

ness educators have been deeply involved in career education during 
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the past two or three years and must now take on the responsibility 

of determining the quality and effectiveness of their programs” (Budke, 

2:15). 

Career education has over the years assumed a number of titles 

and definitions. Hoyt identified four principles common to most of 

these definitions of career education which are necessary to meet 

future career needs in business education. 

(1) career education is a conscientious effort, 
not merely an attitude or a point of view; (2) it 
is a program that begins no later than first grade 
and continues on through adult education; (3) it is 
intended to serve all individuals, rather than some 
special segment of the population; and (4) it 
emphasizes education as preparation for work (Hoyt, 
11:20). 

PREVIOUS FOLLOW-UP STUDY RESEARCH 

This section of the review of literature deals with the need 

for follow-up studies. Mavis Boone states: 

Have you ever wondered if graduates left high school 
with adequate vocational skills? Have the graduates 
been adequately prepared for a position in which they 
can be pleased? Have the graduates been adequately pre¬ 
pared to hold jobs and lead useful and productive lives? 
Are changes in the business curriculum necessary in 
order to prepare the graduates for business careers 
in positions of gainful employment (Boone, 1:196)? 

These are some of the questions that one must ponder when 

deciding the value of a follow-up study. The needs of the graduates 

and of business are common to all. Writing letters and reports, 
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preparing income tax returns, buying insurance, arranging credit, 

using banking services, and coping with many other economic components 

of daily living.are inescapable aspects of everyone*s life. Responding 

to these common needs business departments are opening basic courses 

to all students, not just to young people concentrating in the field. 

Students are establishing performance standards that are use-oriented. 

Of the local supervisors who responded to the national inquiry, a 

substantial majority reported the availability of a variety of 

business courses on an elective basis to students in other programs. 

The courses and frequency reported were: 

Typing 95 percent; Shorthand 90 percent; Bookkeeping 
and Accounting 92 percent; Basic Business 90 percent; 
Business Mathematics 82 percent; Business Law 74 percent 
(Hoffman and Welter, 12:5). 

Conclusions and recommendations drawn from other research and 

follow-up studies indicate certain problem areas. Defining these 

problem areas will aid future researchers in identifying them in 

their studies and make their solutions more reliable and palatable 

as a basis for changing and upgrading a business education program. 

Some of Boone's recommendations for program upgrading were 

as follows: 

More emphasis should be given to composing business 
letters, as the majority of the respondents performed 
this duty and experienced difficulty with it. 

An equal amount of emphasis should be placed on 
accuracy and proofreading in the typewriting classes. 
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The graduates indicated that they were always pushed 
for speed and very little emphasis was placed on 
accuracy. 

The use of the telephone and essential equipment 
should be stressed in office practice. 

The graduates should be informed of the salaries 
they can expect to receive when they begin work. 

Guidance counselors, business teachers, and the 
school administration should combine efforts to 
encourage business-minded boys to elect business 
courses in high school. 

More attention should be given by guidance coun¬ 
selors in helping to select courses in the business 
curriculum. 

College-bound students should be advised to take 
business courses, because many of them use their 
business training to finance part of their college 
education. 

Business training should be real instead of 
realistic. Perhaps it would be possible for students 
in the business curriculum to provide services for 
non-profit organizations within the community. This 
could include typing, recordkeeping, and other 
related office duties that are not of confidential 
nature. 

Business teachers and guidance counselors should 
coordinate their activities more closely with the 
business community. Perhaps frequent seminars and 
exchanges could be made between educators and busi¬ 
ness people. 

Flexibility in curriculum revision should be an 
integral part of the business education department 
in order that the changes in technology could be 
quickly incorporated into the business curriculum.... 

Office and business machines should be rented • 
or leased instead of purchased by the board of edu¬ 
cation. This would allow the business education 
department to acquire new equipment as technology 
changes (Boone, 1:199, 225). 

Rosewold concluded the following: 

The most frequent duties performed were typewriting, 
using the telephone, meeting people, filing and opera¬ 
ting office machines. 
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The most used office machines were the electric 
typewriter, the ten-key adding machine, the mimeo¬ 
graph and liquid duplicator. 

The graduates wished they had received more 
training in accuracy, spelling, arithmetic, penmanship, 
and applying for a job (Roswold, 22:35). 

Wandmacher concluded this of his study: 

Over one-half of the respondents pursued some form 
of post-secondary training. 

Burnsville teachers and counselors were the most 
often used source of giving "leads" for graduates' 
initial employment. 

Of those who acquired a shorthand skill while at 
Burnsville High School, 58 percent use it on their job. 

The courses respondents found most valuable to them 
in their careers were typing, office practice, and 
shorthand. 

Eighty percent of the respondents felt that they were 
qualified for their first job from the preparation they 
received at Burnsville High School (Wandmacher, 28:86). 

Sittel concluded this from her study: 

The respondents were employed in four general types 
of jobs: office work, supervisory or managerial, sales 
and in a group of miscellaneous jobs. More than nine- 
tenths of the girls were employed in office jobs, whereas 
less than one-half of the boys were so employed. Only- 
one boy reported doing stenographic work. 

Seventy percent of the students questioned recommended 
as the more desirable school-day plan the full day of 
attendance with study periods rather than the cooperative 
part-time plan (Sittel, 26:34). 

Dutton reported this in her Montana study: 

. The graduates of Hobson High School are obtaining the 
encouragement and knowledge that some type of post-secondary 
education is necessary for a more successful life due to 
the 57 percent attending post-secondary institutions. 

The vocational training is important and desired by the 
students. Thirty-eight percent of the respondents to this 
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study had enrolled in a vocational training institution 
(business college or vocational technical center). 

Typewriting I and bookkeeping I were the two most 
frequently taken business education courses while enrolled 
in Hobson High School. These two courses were also the 
most useful courses taken at Hobson High School. 

According to the desires of the responding graduates, 
general business education courses would need to be offered 
more frequently (Denton, 4:60, 61). 

Deeney found these two needs in his study: 

A desire for one semester courses, such as salesman¬ 
ship, business law, and business mathematics was 
expressed. 

From the needs expressed and the importance of the 
courses, it was concluded that more emphasis should be 
placed on general business education (Deeney, 3:23, 24). 

Halseide concluded this for part of her study: 

Only three of the sixty graduates responding stated 
that they were working in an area related to office 
education. 

A desire for the addition of courses in Shorthand 
and Office Machines was expressed by many graduates 
(Halseide, 8:35). 

Curriculums must maintain flexibility to provide students with 

necessary courses to achieve their objectives. Following is a list 

of courses that might be included in a business education program as 

presented by the Pennsylvania Department of Education. 
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Vocational or College 
Preparatory Business 

Bookkeeping I* 
Business Economics 
Business Law 
Business Mathematics 
Business Organization 

Bookkeeping I* 
Bookkeeping II 
Business Data Processing I 
Business Data Processing II 
Business English 
Clerical Practice 
Office Practice 
Office Systems Design 

and Management 
Consumer Education 
General Business 
Office Practice* 
Principles of Data 

and Development 
Principles of Selling 
Recordkeeping 
Shorthand I 

Processing 
Typewriting I* 

Shorthand II 
Typewriting I* 
Typewriting II 

*These subjects might be considered basic subjects for 
all, including vocational business students (Department of 
Education, 6:32). 

SUMMARY 

Looking at the history of business education and projections 

for future needs, one must, by the use of relevant and current research 

material, determine what the aim of a small rural school like Clyde 

Park High School should be. The aim of a small school must differ 

from that of the large urban school to the extent that it cannot offer 

a comprehensive study in any one business skill or provide an advanced 

economic endeavor. Rather, it should provide a modification of the 

strictly vocational curriculum. This would provide benefits for a 
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greater number of students and allow for a more diverse business 

program. 

The large urban schools seem to be doing a fine job educating 

their business students, but many small schools'are merely copying 

the curricula of the large schools, thinking what is good for the 

one is good for all. This should not be the case. A way for plan¬ 

ning the small school curriculum might be through a follow-up study 

of former graduates to determine the schools’ particular needs and 

deficiencies as well as some successes of the established program. 

With all its limitations, the follow-up study can result in a worth¬ 

while, small-scale, positive contribution to business education if 

carefully and systematically-conducted. Consequently, the conclusions 

drawn and recommendations made will, in many instances, be applicable 

only to the smaller rural school—particularly Clyde Park High School. 

The values realized may have more practical worth than studies of 

greater magnitude. 



Chapter 3 

PROCEDURES 

The purpose of the study was to determine the effectiveness 

of the business education program at Clyde Park High School. This 

evaluation was necessary to determine if the graduates’ social, 

vocational, and college preparation business needs have been met. 

The conclusions reached and recommendations made from the follow-up 

study can be of significance in planning the business education 

curriculum. 

This chapter will accomplish the following: 

1. Describe the population size and sampling procedures 

2. Describe the method of data collection 

3. Describe the method of data analysis 

4. Summarize the procedures chapter 

POPULATION DESCRIPTION AND SAMPLING PROCEDURES 

To determine the effectiveness of the business education pro¬ 

gram at Clyde Park High School, the graduates of the 1970, 1971, 1972 

1973, 1974, 1975, and 1976 school years were selected as the popula¬ 

tion group. As the group contained eighty-one graduates, a valid 

and reliable evaluation was expected. The sample contained all the 

graduates from Clyde Park High School during years 1970-1976 which 

is 100 percent of the population group. 
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THE ADMINISTRATION OF THE SURVEY INSTRUMENT 

The survey instrument consisted of a cover letter and ques¬ 

tionnaire (Appendix-A, page 83, and Appendix D, page 86) which were 

sent to eighty-one graduates of Clyde Park High School for the years 

1970, 1971, 1972, 1973, 1974, 1975, and 1976. The questionnaires 

solicited the opinions and suggestions of the graduates concerning 

the value and adequacy of the business education program in their 

lives since graduation from high school. The questionnaire contained 

six questions relevant to the total business education program along 

with twenty-four questions concerning the particular social, voca¬ 

tional, and college preparation business program areas. 

The first mailing of the questionnaire was made on October 1, 

1976. It resulted in a return of 59 precent. This return neces¬ 

sitated sending out a follow-up questionnaire which was mailed 

December 1, 1976 (Appendix B, page 84, and Appendix D, page 86). 

This increased the percentage of return to 73 percent. This per¬ 

centage of return was still not acceptable; therefore, a second 

follow-up questionnaire was sent out on March 30, 1977 (Appendix C, 

page 85, and Appendix D, page 86). The final percentage of return 

after the second follow-up letter was 83 percent. The results of 

the original as well as the first and second follow-up mailings to 

the eighty-one graduates are represented in Table 1, page 30. 
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METHOD OF DATA ANALYSIS 

The sixty-five usable questionnaires provided the data neces¬ 

sary to analyze the effectiveness of the business education program 

at Clyde Park High School in terms of the graduates' social, voca¬ 

tional, and college preparation business needs. The questions 

provided data for the years 1970 through 1976 for the individual years 

as well as combined totals of all the years. The data presented will 

either accept or reject the six hypotheses made in Chapter 1, page 2, 

and attempt to answer the seven questions as stated in Chapter 1, 

page 3. 

Tables were presented to provide a breakdown and classification 

of the thirty questions contained in the questionnaire. The tables 

showed the graduates' background information, occupational information, 

high school and post-secondary educational information, and evaluation 

of the business curriculum at Clyde Park High School. A narrative 

accompanied each table. The tables and narrative concerning the 

thirty questions were discussed in Chapter 4. The questions stated 

in Chapter 1 were discussed in the summary of Chapter 5. The results 

of the hypotheses were discussed in the conclusions in Chapter 5. 

Table percentages used in this survey were based on the usable 

responses. The writer used 50.1 percent or higher as a basis for 

acceptance of any hypotheses and 49.9 percent or lower as a basis 

for rejection of any hypotheses made in this survey. 
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SUMMARY 

The purpose of this follow-up study was to determine the 

adequacy of the business education program at Clyde Park High School 

in terms of meeting the needs of the students. The method of evalua¬ 

tion was a follow-up survey of the graduates of Clyde Park High 

School for years 1970, 1971, 1972, 1973, 1974, 1975, and 1976. A 

cover letter and questionnaire were sent to each graduate seeking 

the opinions and comments of these graduates. The sampling involved 

100 percent of the graduates. Data was presented in the form of 

tables using the total usable responses and percentages. The results, 

summary, conclusions, and recommendations were presented in Chapter 4 

and Chapter 5. 



Chapter 4 

ANALYSIS OF DATA CONCERNING THE CLYDE PARK 
HIGH SCHOOL BUSINESS EDUCATION PROGRAM 

DURING YEARS 1970-1976 

This chapter was designed to present, analyze, and interpret 

the data received from the returned questionnaires which had been 

sent to the graduates of Clyde Park High School during the 1970 

through 1976 school years. The population was based on eighty-one 

individuals, all the graduates of Clyde Park High School for the 

years 1970 through 1976. The ultimate purpose of this chapter, 

therefore, was to provide facts as a basis for making specific con¬ 

clusions and recommendations concerning the business education program 

at Clyde Park High School in Chapter 5. 

GENERAL SURVEY RESULTS AND GRADUATE 
BACKGROUND INFORMATION 

Table 1, page 30, shows the number of questionnaires sent, 

the return from original, first follow-up, and second follow-up 

mailings, as well as yearly and combined totals. Percentages were 

based on the total population of eighty-one graduates. The first 

mailing of eighty-one questionnaires was made on October 1, 1976. 

It resulted in a return of 59 percent. Another mailing was made on 

December 1, 1976 to the thirty-three graduates who failed to return 

the original questionnaire. This increased the total return to 73 
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percent. On March 30, 1977, a third mailing was made to the twenty- 

one graduates who had not responded to the first two questionnaires. 

The results of the third mailing increased the return to an acceptable 

83 percent of the population, which included sixty-seven question¬ 

naires. It should be noted that returns for each individual year 

were more than 50 percent, which indicated participation by graduates 

from each of the years included in the survey. 

Table 1. Number and Percentages of Returns of the Survey Instruments 

Questionnaires 1970 1971 1972 1973 1974 1975 1976 Total/% 

Number Sent 14 10 12 16 8 15 6 81/100% 

Number Returned 
1st mailing 8 2 5 11 8 8 6 48/ 59% 
2nd mailing 2 3 - 2 - 4 - 11/ 14% 
3rd mailing 3 1 2 - - 2 - 8/ 10% 

Total Returned 13 6 7 . 13 8 14 6 67/ 

Percent Returned 
of Total Sent 16% 7% 9% 16% 10% 18% 7% / 83% 

Percent Returned 
for Individual 93% 60% 58% 81% 100% 93% 100% /*84% 
Years 

^Average return for individual years 

Table 2 gives a general background of the graduates’ interest 

in the evaluation, marital status, residence and military status. 

Graduates were given the opportunity to sign their questionnaire or 
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leave it anonymous. Results indicate that 61 out of 67 respondents 

signed their questionnaire which showed a positive interest in the 

results of the evaluation. Of the 67 returns, 38 respondents made 

pertinent and constructive comments in the last question of the 

questionnaire which gave the graduates an opportunity to give their 

personal reaction to business education. The graduates' marital 

status showed 53.7 percent were single and 46.7 percent were married. 

One interesting point was that for the first four years after gradua¬ 

tion the majority of all the graduates were single. The last three 

years was a complete reversal since the majority were married. It 
! 

was found that 51 of the 67 respondents resided in the state of 

Montana. There were 3 who were in the military service. 

Table 2. Background Information Concerning the Population Survey 

Graduates 1970 1971 1972 1973 1974 1975 1976 Total/% 

Signed 
Questionnaire 12 4 6 13 8 12 6 61/91% 

Were Single 4 1 2 8 6 11 4 36/53.7% 
Were Married • 9 5 5 5 2 3 2 31/46.3% 
Resided in 
Montana 8 5 6 13 7 9 3 51/76% 

Military Service 1 - - - - 2 - 3/ 5% 
Made Comments 9 4 4 9 4 7 6 43/64.1% 
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OCCUPATIONAL INFORMATION 

One of the objectives of this evaluation was to determine if 

the graduates1 vocational needs were met. In order to do this one 

must determine what occupations the graduates were in as well as the 

vocational areas. The occupations shown in Table 3, pages 32 and 33, 

were put in eleven categories to depict certain vocational areas. 

Of the 65 graduates responding to this question, distributive and 

marketing occupations as well as service occupations, ranked first 

with 10 members each. Office occupations ranked a close second with 

9 members. Occupational category percentages ranged from a low of 

4.6 percent to a high of 15.4 percent indicating no real majority in 

any category. However, in the vocational office occupation category, 

7 out of 9 members considered themselves secretaries which was a 

definite majority. 

Table 3. Current Occupations of Graduates for Years 1970-1976 

Occupations 1970 1971 1972 1973 1974 1975 1976 Total/% 

Distributive 10/15.4% 
Store Clerk ----111-3 
Store Cashier - - - - - l—l 
Salesman - --1---1 
Manager 1 2 ----- 3 
Waitress - - - 1 - - 12 

Service 
Occupations 

Cook 1 
10/15.4% 
1 
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Table 3 (continued) 

Occupations 1970 1971 1972 1973 1974 1975 1976 Total/% 

Maid — 1 — 1 
Housewife 3 - 2 1 - - 2 8 

Office 9/13.8% 
Secretary 1 1 3 - - 2 - 7 
Claims Clerk - - - - - 1 - 1 
Telephone 
Operator - — - — - 1 - 1 

Industry 7/10.7% 
Sander - - - - - 1 - 1 
Welder - - - 1 1 - - 2 
Prod. Engineer - - - - 1 - - 1 
Mechanic 1 - - 1 - - - 2 
Electrician 1 - - - - - - 1 

Education 7/10.7% 
Student - - - 3 1 1 1 6 
Teacher Aid - - - - 1 - - 1 

Medical Services 5/07.7% 
Nurse - - - 1 - 1 - 2 
Nurses Aid - - - 1 - - — 1 
Vet. Tech. - - - - 1 - - 1 
X-Ray Tech. - - - 1 - - - 1 

Agriculture 4/06.2% 
Ranch Hand - - - - 1 - 2 3 
Farmer - - - - - 1 - 1 

Transportation 4/06.2% 
Truck Driver - — - 1 - - - 1 
Highway 
Research Spec - 1 1 - - . - - 2 

Law Enforcement 1 - — - - - - 1 

Construction * 3/04.6% 
Laborer 1 - - - - 1 - 2 
Equip. Operator — - 1 - - - - 1 
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Table 3 (continued) 

Occupations 1970 1971 1972 1973 1974 1975 1976 Total/% 

Lumbering 3/04.6% 
Mill Worker 1 - 

1 - - 1 - - 2 
Logger - 1 - - - - - 1 

Military Service 3/04.6% 
US Air Force - - - - - 2 - 2 
US Navy 1 - - - - - - 1 

Total 12 6 7 13 8 13 6 65/100% 

To further define and evaluate employment, an attempt was 

made to determine which graduates, both employed and unemployed, 

lived within the local job market area and outside the local job 

market area. The local job market area included the towns of Clyde 

Park, Wilsall, and Livingston, which includes a radius of twenty- 

five miles. 

The question on the questionnaire was designed to determine 

from an employment point of view whether or not it would be better 

to stay and look for a job locally or go to another area and seek 

employment. The results of the questionnaire indicated in Table 4 

that 49.2 percent found employment outside the local area, and 29.2 

percent of the graduates were employed in the local area. The 

unemployment picture shows that 16.9 percent of the graduates who 

resided in the local area were unemployed. The high unemployment 
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for the outside area includes 6 students who were attending school 

and 5 who were housewives. The 3 local unemployed graduates were 

housewives. 

Table 4. Employment Residence Status 

Graduates 1970 1971 1972 1973 1974 1975 1976 Total/% 

Local Employment 3 2 1 4 3 4 2 19/29.2% 

Local 
Unemployment 2 — 1 _ _ _ — 3/04.7% 

Outside 
Employment 6 4 4 5 4 8 1 32/49.2% 

Outside 
Unemployment 1 - 1 4 1 1 3 11/16.9% 

Total 12 6 7 13 8 13 6 65/100% 

For employers and employment agencies to evaluate the 

graduates1 abilities, a number of occupational tests were given. 

This survey brought out 10 such tests that have been given to 

graduates seeking employment. Results of occupational testing 

indicates that of the forty-one responses to this question, 13 or 

31.7 percent took some kind of personality test. This showed that 

employers wanted a general idea of the graduate’s background, ability, 

and knowledge. Other testing included skill tests in shorthand, type¬ 

writing, and welding. Non-skill testing ranges from language testing 

to military aptitude testing. Table 5 gives an exact breakdown of 
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the occupational tests given to the graduates who responded to this 

question and the percentages of the total responses. 

Table 5. Occupational Tests Given to Graduates 

Test 1970 1971 1972 1973 1974 1975 1976 Total/% 

English 3 — 2 — _ 1 _ 6/14.6% 
Personality 5 - 1 3 2 2 - 13/31.7% 
Shorthand - - 1 - - - - 1/02.4% 
Spelling 3 - 2 - - - - 5/12.3% 
Typewriting 1 - 2 1 - - - 4/09.8% 
Vocabulary 3 - 2 - - 2 - 7/17.1% 
Mechanical 1 - - - - - - 1/02.4% 
Aptitude 1 - - - - - - 1/02.4% 
Welding - - - 1 - - - 1/02.4% 
AFVAT** — — — — - 2 - 2/04.9% 

Total *17 - *10 5 2 7 0 41/100% 

^'Respondents in these two groups took more than one 
occupational test 

**Armed Forces Vocational Aptitude Test 

As a result of the question concerning performance standards 

for occupations it was found that a number of graduates were required 

to meet performance standards. Responses to this question revealed 

standards of performance in three skill areas, shorthand, typewriting, 

and welding. 

Table 6 indicates for shorthand dictation 4 graduates were 

required to meet standards of between 80-100 words per minute. One 

person was required to transcribe at 35 words per minute. In 
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typewriting, 7 graduates were required to meet standards of performance 

between 40-60 words per minute. Two graduates indicated they took 

5-minute speed timings and one indicated a requirement of 95 percent 

accuracy. In welding one graduate was required to weld 14 gauge steel 

with no burn-through. 

Table 6. Occupational Performance Standards 

Skill 1970 1971 1972 1973 1974 1975 1976 Total 

Shorthand Dictation _ _ 3   _ 1 4 
100WPM 100WPM 
80WPM 
80WPM 

Shorthand Transcription - - 1 
35WPM 

- - 1 

Typewriting 2 — 3 1 1 7 
45WPM 50WPM 60WPM 60WPM 
45WPM 50WPM 

40WPM 

Welding - - - 1 - 1 

To check job turnover, one question asked the number of jobs 

and type of jobs which graduates had held since graduation. Of the 

65 who responded, the turnover rate was quite low. It averaged about 

two jobs per person. Table 7, pages 38 and 39, indicates the occu¬ 

pations and number working in each occupation during the years which 

the survey covered. It also shows yearly percentages relative to the 
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total number of jobs. Those occupations which the graduates worked 

in the most were: Store Clerk, Cook, Secretary, Ranch Hand, and 

Lumbering operations. The greatest percentage of occupations was 

held by the graduates of 1975 at 21 percent and the lowest by the 

graduates of 1976 at 8 percent. 

Table 7. Types of Employment Graduates Worked in Since Graduation 

Occupations 1970 1971 1972 1973 1974 1975 1976 Total/% 

Supply Clerk 
Store Cashier 
Store Clerk 
Salesman 
Manager 
Gas Station 
Attendant 

Waitress 
Cook 
Maid 
Nurse 
Nurses Aid 
X-Ray Tech. 
Vet. Tech. 
Dental Asst. 
Receptionist 
Bookkeeper 
Telephone Operator 
Management 

Consultant 
Box Boy 
Secretary 
Teacher Aid 
Legislative Aid 
Research Consultant 
Maint. Supervisor 
Military Service 
Research Specialist 

1 
1 

1 

1 
2 

1 

1 
1 

1 

1 
1 

1 
1 
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Table 7 (continued) 

Occupations 1970 1971 1972 1973 1974 1975 1976 Total/% 

Police Officer 1 ... 1 
Jockey - - - - - - 1 1 
Ranch Hand 1 1 1 3 2 - 2 10 
Farmer - - - — — 1 — 1 
Lumbering 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 7 
Laborer 1 - 1 - - 2 1 5 
Building Laborer 1 - - 1 - 1 2 5 
Brick Mason - - - - 1 - - 1 
Equip. Operator - - 1 - - - - 1 
Mechanic 1 - - 1 — - 1 3 
Baby Sitter - - - 1 — 1 - 2 
Painter - - - — - 1 — 1 
Governess - - — 1 — - — 1 
Parts Man 
Electronic 

1 — — — 1 — — 2 

Maint. Tech. - - - - 1 — — 1 
Truck Driver 1 1 - 2 _ — — 4 
Sander - L - — - 1 — 1 
Welder 1 - - 1 1 — _ 3 
Electrician 1 - - - - - - 1 

Total Number 24 13 13 23 14 26 10 123/100% 
Total Percentage 20% 10% 10% 19% 12% 21% 8% 100% 

This next question concerned the year and month graduates 

obtained their current job. Table 8, page 40, shows that 52.7 percent 

of the graduates were hired in their current jobs during 1976, 23.6 

percent in 1975, . 9.0 percent in 1974, 7.2 percent in 1973, and 3.6 

percent each in 1972 and 1971. The months that produced the greatest 

employment for these graduates was August, September, and October. 

The month of June was a close second. The month of April did not 

produce any jobs for those graduates responding to the question. 
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Table 8. Occupational Time Table 

Month of 
Employment 

Year of Employment 
Total/% 1971 1972 1973 1974 1975 1976 

January - — 1 _ 1 2 4/07.3% 
February - - - - - 3 3/05.5% 
March - 1 1 - 1 - 3/05.5% 
April - - - - - - 0/00.0% 
May - - - - 1 4 5/09.1% 
June 1 - 1 - 1 4 7/12.7% 
July - - - - 2 1 3/05.5% 
August - - 1 1 2 4 8/15.0% 
September - - - 2 1 5 8/15.0% 
October - - - 1 2 5 8/15.0% 
November 1 1 - - - 1 3/05.5% 
December — - - 1 2 - 3/05.5% 

Total 2 2 4 5 13 29 55/100% 

The graduates were asked to indicate the methods or sources 

through which they had gained employment. There were 56 graduates 

who responded to this question concerning employment sources. It 

was found that 55.4 percent of those who responded obtained their 

jobs by applying directly in person to the particular employer. 

It should be noted that the other sources of employment did produce 

job opportunities for 25 of the graduates. Table 9 gives a breakdown 

of the methods or sources used for obtaining employment. 
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Table 9. Sources of Employment 

Source 1970 1971 1972 1973 1974 1975 1976 Total/% 

Directly in 
Person 

8 2 3 7 5 5 1 31/55.4% 

Referred by 
a Friend 

1 2 2 1 2 - 1 9/16.1% 

Through 
a Union 

1 - - - - - - 1/01.8% 

State Employment 
Agency 

1 - - 2 - 2 - 5/08.9% 

Through a 
Relative 

- 1 - - 2 - - 3/05.4% 

School 
Counselor 

- - 1 1 1 2 - 5/08.9% 

Private Placement 
Agency 

- - - - - 1 1 2/03.6% 

Total 11 5 6 11 10 10 3 56/100% 

One of the benefits of employment is the financial reward it 

provides. The graduates were asked the approximate monthly earnings 

they were receiving in their current occupations. This may not 

reflect exact value in earnings because the respondents did not note 

if fringe benefits were included in monthly earnings. Results of 

this question, as shown in Table 10, page 42, indicate that of 52 

responses the earnings range most often referred to was between 

$600-$700 per month. Those graduates who were earning $901-and-up 
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had been out of high school for at least three years. No graduate 

responding 

Table 10. 

to this question was 

Occupational Salaries 

earning less than $100 per month. 

Salary 1970 1971 1972 1973 1974 1975 1976 Total/% 

Under-100 — — — _ 0/00.0% 
101-200 - - - 1 1 2 - 4/07.7% 
201-300 2 1 - - - - 1 4/07.7% 
301-400 - 1 - 1 2 3 1 8/15.4% 
401-500 - - - 2 - 2 - 4/07.7% 
501-600 1 - 1 - 1 2 1 6/11.5% 
601-700 2 - 2 1 3 2 - 10/19.2% 
701-800 1 1 - 1 1 - - 4/07.7% 
801-900 1 - 1 2 - - - 4/07.7% 
901-1000 •' 1 1 1 - - - - 3/05.8% 

1000-Up 2 2 - 1 - - - 5/09.6% 

Total 10 6 5 9 8 11 3 52/100% 

In almost every business or occupation it becomes necessary 

to keep track of correspondence relative to the business operation. 

In many instances it becomes impossible for man to remember every¬ 

thing, so systems are set up to file information for easy retrieval 

when needed. One-might say that a filing system is the memory of a 

business. This particular question was asked to determine which 

memory system or filing systems were used in the occupations the 

graduates held. It was found that the graduates used six different 

filing systems. Some of the occupations in which the graduates were 

employed used combinations of two or more filing systems in one job. 
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Of the 55 responses listed in Table 11, alphabetic filing was used 

by 27 or 49.1 percent of the respondents. Numeric was used by 12, 

and subject filing was used by 9 respondents. Geographic, soundex, 

and metric systems were used by 2, 4, and 1 respondent respectively. 

Table 11. Filing Systems Used by Graduates in Their Occupations 

System 1970 1971 1972 1973 1974 1975 1976 Total/% 

Alphabetic 6 4 4 5 2 6 - 27/49.1% 

Geographic 2 - - - - - - 2/03.6% 

Numeric 2 2 1 4 1 2 - 12/21.8% 

Soundex 1 - - - - 3 - 4/07.3% 

Subject 3 1 3 - 1 1 - 9/16.4% 

Metric - - - 1 - - - 1/01.8% 

Total 14 7 8 10 4 12 0 55/100% 

There are a variety of duties peopl e perform in their occupa- 

tions which can be learned in a business program in high school. 

Table 12, pages 44 and 45, lists 62 duties the graduates involved 

in this questionnaire were exposed to. Those duties the respondents 

were exposed to most often consisted of: making appointments, 

receiving visitors, answering the telephone, handling mail, and 

placing telephone calls. The graduates of 1972 performed these office 

type occupational duties most and the year 197*6 performed these duties 

least. 
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Table 12. Office Type Occupational Duties Performed 

Duty 1970 1971 1972 1973 1974 1975 1976 Total 

Handled mail 3 4 4 4 2 3 — 20 
Posted to detail sheets 1 1 1 - 1 1 - 5 
Kept business checkbook 1 4 1 - — - - 6 
Made bank deposits 3 4 3 3 - 1 - 14 
Reconciled bank statement 2 3 1 1 - - - 7 
Worked on payroll 1 3 2 1 - - - 7 
Made closing entries 1 2 1 - - - - 4 
Made correcting entries 1 2 ' 1 - - - - 4 
Prepared balance sheet 1 1 1 - - - - 3 
Prepared tax statement 2 1 - - - 1 - 4 
Filing and retrieval 2 2 3 5 - 5 - 17 
Type file folder labels 2 2 4 3 - 2 - 13 
Set up filing system 3 4 3 1 2 2 1 16 
Placed telephone calls 4 5 4 7 1 5 - 26 
Maintain pay time cards 1 - - - - — - 1 
Planned conferences 1 3 2 - 1 - - 7 
Type carbon copies 2 3 3 2 1 2 - 13 
Operate address machine 2 1 2 4 - - - 9 
Sorted for filing 1 2 4 5 - 4 - 16 
Machine transcription 1 3 2 - 1 2 - 9 
Compose letters 2 4 2 3 1 2 - 14 
Research for reports 1 2 3 - -• 1 - 7 
Type government reports 1 - 2 1 1 2 - 7 
Made reservations 1 2 3 3 - 1 - 10 
Interview personnel 1 - - - - - - 1 
Prepare purchase order 1 - - - 1 - - 2 
Operate switch board - 2 - - 1 3 - 6 
Typed bills and statements - 2 3 2 - 2 - 9 
Prepared financial reports - 3 2 - - 1 - 6 
Proofread 3 5 3 1 - 2 - 14 
Made appointments 3 5 4 6 - 2 - 20 
Received visitors 3 3 4 7 1 3 - 21 
Keypunch cards 1 - - 1 1 2 - 5 
Verify punch cards 1 - - - • 1 - - 2 
Retail selling 2 - - 2 1 - - 5 
Operated computer terminal 1 - - - - 1 - 2 
Operate cash register 2 2 1 4 - 1 1 11 
Made journal entries 2 3 2 1 1 - - 9 
Post to ledgers 2 2 1 1 2 - - 8 
Took inventory 3 - 1 3 2 3 - 12 

/ 
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Table 12 (continued) 

Duty 1970 1971 1972 1973 1974 1975 1976 Total 

Kept complete set books 2 _ 1 1 _ — 4 
Computed costs 1 1 - - ‘ - 1 - 3 
Analyzed costs 1 1 - - - - - 2 
Office supervision 1 - - - - - - 1 
Typed straight copy 3 3 4 1 1 2 - 14 
Typed rough draft 2 3 4 1 - 3 - 13 
Typed in printed forms 2 3 3 2 1 2 - 13 
Typed form letters 2 2 3 3 1 3 - 14 
Typed tabulated material 1 2 3 2 - 2 - 10 
Typed envelopes 2 3 4 3 - 3 - 15 
Answered telephone 5 4 4 7 2 6 1 29 
Manual dictation and trans . - - 3 1 - 1 - 5 
Took minutes of meetings - - 3 1 - - - 4 
Mag Card II - - 1 - - - - 1 
Help prepare budget - - 1 - - - - 1 
Type stencils - - 2 1 - - - 3 
Type spirit masters - - 1 - 1 1 - 3 
Computed discounts - 1 1 - - - 2 
Check extensions - - 1 1 - - - 2 
Code for filing - - 3 3 - 3 - 9 
Compute depreciation - - - 1 - 1 - 2 

Total 87 107 115 100 28 80 3 520 

Typing requirements or standards as they are sometimes called 

seem to vary from job to job and school to school. The graduates were 

asked to compare job standards to high school standards in typing to 

determine if the standards maintained in the business education pro¬ 

gram at Clyde Park High School were comparable* to those required in 

the business occupations. Of the 21 graduates responding to this 

question, as shown in Table 13, page 46, 38.1 percent of the graduates 

felt job requirements were higher than those in education, 33.3 percent 
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felt they were about the same, and 28.6 percent felt job standards 

were lower than those standards established in the high school. 

Table 13. Typing Standards 

Standard 1970 1971 1972 1973 1974 1975 1976 Total/% 

Higher than school 1 _ 2 2 _ 3 1 8/38.1% 
Same as school 2 1 2 1 1 - - 7/33.3% 
Lower than school 2 1 - 1 1 1 - 6/28.6% 

Total 5 2 4 4 2 4 0 21/100% 

The particular question concerning shorthand standards did not 

receive an overwhelming response. The standards for shorthand from 

a job point of view are quite high, possibly due to specialization and 

difficulty of the skill. Table 14 indicates a considerable variance 

from high school standards to job standards. The respondents rated 

the job requirements higher by 62.5 percent, about the same at 12.5 

percent, and lower than high school by 25.0 percent. 

Table 14. Shorthand Standards 

Standard 1970 1971 1972 1973 1974 1975 1976 Total/% 

Higher than school 1 — 3 1 - 1 — 5/62.5% 
Same as school 1 - - - - - - 1/12.5% 
Lower than school 1 - 1 - - - - 2/25.0% 

Total 3 0 4 1 0 1 0 8/100% 
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Businesses use a variety of office machines to perform their 

functions. Graduates were asked to indicate, from a list provided in 

the questionnaire, which office machines they used in their occupations 

and the amount of skill needed to operate that particular office 

machine. The results, as shown in Table 15, indicate that the electric 

typewriter was used by the largest percentage of respondents at 58.8 

percent. That office machine which was considered by most to require 

"some1' basic skill was the manual typewriter. That office machine 

which was considered by most to require a "great deal" of skill was 

the electric typewriter. 

Table 15. Skill Needed by Graduates to Operate Office Equipment 

Office Machine Great Deal Percent Some Percent Total 

Electric Typewriter 16 24.6% 19 29.2% 53.8% 
Manual Typewriter 5 7.8% 23 35.4% 43.2% 
Full Key Adding Machine 9 13.9% 9 13.9% 27.8% 
Ten Key Adding Machine 10 15.4% 13 20.0% 35.4% 
Electronic Calculator 10 15.4% 13 20.0% 35.4% 
Printing Calculator 4 6.2% 8 12.3% 18.5% 
Fluid Duplicator 4 6.2% 9 13.9% 20.1% 
Offset Duplicator 3 4.6% 9 13.9% 18.5% 
Transcribing Machine 5 7.8% 5 7.8% 15.6% 
Bookkeeping Machine 2 3.1% 7 10.8% 13.9% 
Copy Machine 6 9.2% 11 16.9% 26.1% 
Word Processing Equipment 2 3.1% 3 4.6% 7.7% 
Data Processing Equipment 5 7.8% 4 6.2% 14.0% 
Key Punch 5 7.8% 6 9.2% 17.0% 
Verifier 1 1.5% 5 7.8% 9.3% 
Sorter 3 4.6% 3 4.6% 9.2% 
Interpreter 2 3.1% 2 3.1% 6.2% 
Collator 3 4.6% 1 1.5% 6.1% 
Reproducer 2 3.1% 2 3.1% 6.2% 
Accounting Machine 2 3.1% 1 1.5% 4.6% 
Computer 4 6.2% 4 6.2% 12.4% 
Terminal 3 4.6% 2 3.1% 7.7% 
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HIGH SCHOOL AND POST-SECONDARY EDUCATION 

As Table 16 reflects, at Clyde Park High School there was a 

relatively low enrollment in business courses during years 1970 

through 1972. However, by the addition of more courses, such as busi¬ 

ness law, business mathematics, office practice, consumer economics, 

and shorthand II, from 1973 through 1976 the business program did 

enroll considerably more students. This did build up both the voca¬ 

tional and social business aspects of the business education program. 

Of the 65 graduates responding to the question concerning what courses 

were taken in high school, 90.8 percent took typewriting I, 70.8 per¬ 

cent took bookkeeping and 55.4 percent took typewriting II. These 

courses were the most frequently taken. The course which was 

enrolled in least was Shorthand II, with a 1.5 percent participation. 

Table 16. Business Courses Taken While in High School 

Course 1970 1971 1972 1973 1974 1975 1976 Total/% 

Bookkeeping 10 3 3 8 7 12 3 46/70.8% 
Business Law - - - - 7 3 1 10/15.4% 
Business Math. - - - 1 4 3 2 10/15.4% 
Office Practice - - 5 - 3 2 10/15.4% 
Consumer Econ. - - - 1 1 2 3 7/10.8% 
Shorthand I 3 1 4 - - 4 2 14/21.6% 
Shorthand II - - - - - - 1 1/01.5% 
Typewriting I 11 5 7 13 7 12 4 59/90.8% 
Typewriting II 7 3 6 9 3 7 1 36/55.4% 

Total 32 12 20 37 28 46 19 193/ 
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Results of the post-high-school educational institutions 

attended as shown on Table 17, page 50, indicated that of 38 graduates 

responding to the question, a variejty of both in-state schools and 

out-of-state schools were attended. The school which was listed most 

often was Montana State University with 26.3 percent. The Helena 

Vocational-Technical Center followed very closely with 23.7 percent 

attendance. Respondents from four schools. Western Montana College, 

Eastern Montana College, Missoula Vocational-Technical Center, and 

the United States Air Force Technical Training School, indicated a 

5.3 percent attendance. Respondents from all other schools shown 

on the table indicate a 2.6 percent attendance. Looking at the 

total post-high-school attendance compared to the total graduates 

in this survey, which was 81, 47.0 percent of all graduates attended 

some type of post-high-school educational institution. The particular 

set of graduates that produced the greatest participation in post- 

high-school education was the 1973 graduates with a total of 11 out 

of 16 graduates or 69.0 percent who attended a post-high-school 

educational institution. The particular group which had the lowest 

attendance in post-high-school education was the class of 1976 with 

1 out of 6 or 16.7 percent attendance. 
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Table 17. Post-High-School Educational Institutions Attended 

Educational Institution 

Western Montana College 
Missoula Vo-tech Center 
Helena Vo-tech Center 
Air Force Tech. School 
Montana State University 
Spokane Community College 
AMOCO Training Center 
Wyoming Sch. Animal Tech. 
N. Am. Animal H’lth Ctr. 
Great Falls Vo-tech. Ctr. 
Bozeman Vo-tech Center 
Billings Auto. School 
Eastern Montana College 
Kinman Business School 
Carroll College 
C. W. Post 
Washington State Univ. 

Total 

1970 1971 1972 1973 1974 1975 1976 Total/% 
- 1 - - - - 1 2/05.3% 
- - 1 - - 1 - 2/05.3% 
1 - - 4 . 2 2 - 9/23.7% 
- - - - - 2 - 2/05.3% 
2 1 1 4 1 1 - 10/26.3% 
- - - - — 1 - 1/02.6% 
- - - - 1 - - 1/02.6% 
- - - — 1 - - 1/02.6% 
- - - 1 - - - 1/02.6% 
- - - 1 - - - 1/02.6% 
- - - 1 - - - 1/02.6% 
- - 1 - - - - 1/02.6% 
- 1 1 - - - - 2/05.3% 
- - 1 - - - - 1/02.6% 
- 1 - - - - - 1/02.6% 
1 - - - - — - 1/02.6% 
1 . - - - •- 1/02.6% 

5 4 5 11 5 7 1 38/100% 

Table 18 shows the post-high-school educational levels com¬ 

pleted. The responses were combined and placed in a post-high-school 

educational level according to the amount of time spent attending 

school. It was determined that the completion of one year of a 4 year 

program and one year of training at a Vocational-technical Center were 

representative of the greater percentages at 14.3 percent each. The 

longest time spent in school was 5 years, and the least time indicated 

was approximatley one-half a year. The average years of post-high- 

school education per person was 1.6 years or about 1.5 per respondent. 

Results of Table 18 also indicate that: 6 respondents attended 

post-high-school institutions for less than one year, 18 attended for 
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one year, 6 respondents attended school for 2 years, 4 attended for 

3 years, 3 attended for 4 years, and one attended a post-high-school 

institution for 5 years. 

Table 18. Post-Secondary Educational Levels Completed 

Educational Level Number Percentage 

Masters Degree Business Administration 1 2.6% 
Bachelor of Art or Science Degree 3 7.9% 
3 years of a 4 year program 4 10.5% 
2 years of a 4 year program 1 2.6% 
1 year of a 4 year program 5 14.3% 
2 year trade at Vo-tech. Center 3 7.9% 
1 year trade at Vo-tech. Cetner 4 10.5% 
2 year Associate of Arts Degree 2 5.4% 
1 year Business School 2 5.4% 
1 year Business at Vo-tech. Center 5 14.3% 
1 year Vet. Tech. Certificate 1 2.6% 
1 year Nursing Certificate 1 2.6% 
% year at Military School 2 5.4% 

year trade school 1 2.6% 
year animal science school 1 2.6% 

Physical Therapy Aide Certificate 1 2.6% 
Health Record Certificate 1 2.6% 

Total 38 100.0% 

Upon investigation of the post-high-school business courses 

taken by graduates as indicated by the responses of 38 graduates shown 

in Table 19, page 52, it seems that the percentages of students taking 

particular courses were similar to those taken in high school. That 

is, the two courses in particular were accounting and typewriting. 

Both of these courses maintained the greatest percentage of participa¬ 

tion in the business curriculum courses. Of the 78 classes taken by 

the respondents, 17 percent were in accounting and 13 percent in 
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typewriting. There was a large variation in participation by the 

graduates. The class of 1972 took 31 or 40 percent of the 

post-high-school courses, and no graduate of the class of 1976 took 

post-high-school business courses. 

Table 19. Post Secondary Business Courses Taken 

Courses 1970 1971 1972 1973 1974 1975 1976 Total 

Legal Secretarial Procedures — _ _ _ _ 1 — 1 
Legal Typing - 1 - - - 1 — 2 
Business Management - - - - - 1 - 1 
Consumer Management - - - - - 1 - 1 
Typing - 1 4 2 1 2 - 10 
Shorthand - 1 4 - — 2 - 7 
Business Mathematics 1 1 2 1 1 1 - 7 
Accounting 2 3 3 2 1 2 - 13 
Office Machines - - 2 - — - - 2 
Shorthand Transcription - - 1 - - - - 1 
Medical.Secretarial Procedures - - - - — 1 - 1 
Medical Typing - - - - - 1 - 1 
Key Punch - - 1 - - 1 - 2 
Income Tax Accounting - - - - - 1 - 1 
Data Processing - - - 1 - 1 - 2 
Salesmanship - - - - 1 - - 1 
Secretarial Office Procedures - - 2 1 - - — 3 
Introduction to Business 1 1 1 - - — - 3 
Business Communications - - 1 1 - — — 2 
Economics 1 2 2 — — — — 5 
Business Administration 1 - - - - — - 1 
Business Machines - - 2 — - — — 2 
Business Law - - 2 - — - — 2 
Business English - - 2 - - - - 2 
Finance - - - 1 — - — 1 
Investments - - - 1 - — — 1 
Marketing - - - • 1 - - - 1 
Insurance - - - 1 - - - 1 
Filing - - 1 - - - - 1 
Advanced Business Functions 1 - - - — — - 1 
Methods in Business - 1 - — — — — 1 
Machine Dictation - - 1 - - - - 1 

Total 7 11 31 12 4 16 0 78 
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The graduates of Clyde Park High School were asked to pick 

three courses from the business education program they considered 

most valuable to them and three courses they considered least 

valuable to them in terms of business education needs. Table 20, 

page 56, depicts from the courses available the graduates1 view 

on the value of each business course. It should be noted, however, 

that not all those who answered this question either positively 

or negatively for a particular course were enrolled in it. They 

merely gave their reaction to the value of such a course. 

The table does reflect some rather positive and negative 

results. In accounting, for example, two-thirds felt it was the 

most valuable course and one-third felt it was least valuable. 

This was one of the courses that the graduates participated in 

quite extensively as an elective course. 

Respondents gave results for Business Law a negative response. 

It should be noted that business law was not offered until 1974, 

and from that time forth it did show a positive, most valuable 

response. 

Consumer economics was a course which received negative 

responses for the overall seven year period. According to Table 

16, this was because during the 1970, 1971, and 1972 school years 

there was no enrollment in the course. As'enrollment was established 
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in 1973 the course did show about 50 percent positive and 50 percent 

negative responses. 

Clerical office practice resulted in a 64.7 percent positive 

and 35.3 percent negative response. This was another course in which 

there was non-participation during 1970, 1971, and 1972 school years. 

However, the course did show a positive response for the entire seven 

year period. It also rated third in terms of being the most valuable 

business course offered. 

The business mathematics results were quite similar to that 

of the clerical office practice. There was no enrollment during 

the first three years, but for the overall seven year period, 61.5 

percent felt it was the most valuable and 38.5 percent felt it was 

the least valuable. 

Typewriting I and II reflected what has been stated many 

times concerning the importance of typewriting in a business as well 

as total school curriculum. Educators and businessmen, and now 

graduates, have indicated the great importance and value of type¬ 

writing in the school curriculum. Table 20 indicates that 75 percent 

of the graduates consider Typewriting I the most valuable business 

course, and 78.8 percent consider Typewriting II the most valuable 

business course. This is a substantial majority not only in per¬ 

centages but in number of responses. 
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Shorthand I and II reflected very little response either 

positive or negative. Of the graduates responding, 57.1 percent 

considered Shorthand I the most valuable course and 42.9 percent 

considered it least valuable. Shorthand II had enrolled one student 

in the seven year survey and one graduate responded positively; 

however, 2 graduates felt it was the least valuable. 

Looking at the entire table, Typewriting II, Typewriting I, 

and Clerical Office Practice were considered most valuable; and 

Shorthand II, Business Law, and Consumer Economics were of least 

value in the Business Education Program. Other results indicated 

that the greatest positive response was in Typewriting I and the 

greatest negative response was in Bookkeeping in terms of number 

of graduates who responded. It should be noted that Table 20 did 

not show class enrollment. Table 16 did shox^r class enrollments 

and was used to substantiate the data computed in Table 20. 
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Table 20. Graduates’ Evaluation of Business Courses 

Courses 1970 1971 1972 1973 1974 1975 1976 Total Percent 

Bookkeeping 
Most Valuable 8 3 3 5 6 7 2 34 64.2% 
Least Valuable 4 1 1 3 3 4 3 19 35.8% 

Business Law 
Most Valuable 0 0 0 0 5 2 1 8 44.6% 
Least Valuable 0 1 1 1 4 2 1 10 55.6% 

Consumer Economics 
Most Valuable 1 0 0 0 0 1 3 5 45.5% 
Least Valuable 0 1 1 2 0 0 2 6 54.5% 

Clerical Office Pract. 
Most Valuable 1 1 2 5 0 2 0 11 64.7% 
Least Valuable 0 1 1 3 0 1 0 6 35.3% 

Business Mathematics 
Most Valuable 0 0 0 2 1 3 2 8 61.5% 
Least Valuable 1 1 0 0 2 0 1 5 38.5% 

Typewriting I 
Most Valuable 9 5 4 11 5 8 3 45 75.0% 
Least Valuable 4 1 1 2 2 2 3 15 25.0% 

Typewriting II 
Most Valuable 5 2 4 9 2 4 0 26 78.8% 
Least Valuable 1 1 0 1 1 2 1 7 21.2% 

Shorthand I 
Most Valuable 0 1 4 0 0 3 0 8 57.1% 
Least Valuable 1 1 1 1 0 2 0 6 42.9% 

Shorthand II 
Most Valuable 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 1 33.3% 
Least Valuable 0 1 0 0 0 0 1 2 66.6% 
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The graduates were asked to indicate six courses they would 

like to take in business education at this time at Clyde Park High 

School. There might have been some confusion with this question. 

Some respondents may have interpreted the question as meaning "what 

additional courses should be taken beyond what they had already taken 

prior to this time in high school." Surprisingly less than 50 per¬ 

cent of the respondents provided a response for any of the courses 

listed in the question. 

A possible reason for the small number of responses to each 

course on the list was the large number of courses on the list (16) 

and the restriction of indicating only six courses that they would 

like to take at this time. Data processing received the greatest 

response with 29 graduates indicating they would like to enroll in 

this course in high school. 

The purpose of this question was to determine the best busi¬ 

ness education program courses to be offered to meet the demands and 

needs of the future students enrolling in a high school business 

curriculum. Table 21,' page 59, illustrates the results of the 

courses the former graduates felt most needed. Using these results 

a business education program course outline for a seven class-period 

day was developed. 
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Period 

One 1 year—Data Processing 

Two 1 year—Business Law 

Three 1 year—Bookkeeping I 

Four 1 year—Bookkeeping II 

Five 1 year—Typewriting I 

Six 1 year—Typewriting II 

Seven 1 Semester—General Business, 1 Semester—Salesmanship 

It should be understood that all courses except Shorthand II showed 

notable interest and should be seriously considered in preparing the 

school curriculum either as a complete course or integration into an 

existing course. If there are a limited number of business education 

instructors, inclusion of certain courses into other programs could 

fulfill the students1 needs. 

For example, Business English could be included in the English 

Department; Business Mathematics could be included in the Mathematics 

Department; Economics could very well be included in the Social 

Studies Department. The Home Economics Department could easily 

include Consumer Economics into its program. Business Law and Data 

Processing could be made into a one-semester course each. Then 

Shorthand I could be added as a first semester course and a combina¬ 

tion of Office Practice and Office Machines could be offered the 

second semester as an extension of the Shorthand I class. With 
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limits on space, equipment, facilities, and personnel, the suggested 

program might be a possibility. 

Table 21. Graduates’ Suggested Business Education Curriculum 

Courses 1970 1971 1972 1973 1974 1975 1976 Total 

Bookkeeping I 5 3 3 5 2 3 1 22 
Bookkeeping II 4 1 3 6 2 7 4 27 
Data Processing 3 1 3 8 4 6 4 29 
Business Law 6 3 3 6 3 4 3 28 
Business Mathematics 4 2 1 3 1 2 1 14 
Clerical Office Practice 4 1 3 2 1 2 1 14 
Consumer Economics 5 0 2 4 2 3 0 16 
Economics 3 2 1 2 2 3 2 15 
General Business 7 3 0 3 4 6 2 20 
Office Machines 3 0 2 5 0 4 2 16 
Salesmanship 2 4 0 5 4 5 1 21 
Shorthand I 3 1 3 4 1 0 1 13 
Shorthand II 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 6 
Typewriting I 3 3 1 5 1 4 0 17 
Typewriting II 2 1 4 5 2 4 3 21 
Business English 3 1 2 2 2 3 1 14 

Total 58 26 33 66 31 57 27 293 

During the 1970-1976 school years, many of the graduates of 

Clyde Park High School went directly into the job market either for 

part-time or full-time employment. The next question was designed 

to determine whether the guidance department as well as the school 

instructors provided the necessary occupational information needed 

by the graduates to make mature decisions concerning employment. 

Table 22 indicates that 62 graduates responded to this question and 
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45 (72.6 percent) felt the school did provide the occupational infor¬ 

mation needed and 17 (27.4 percent) felt it was inadequate. 

Table 22. Occupational Guidance Information 

Was Occupational 
Information Made 1970 1971 1972 1973 1974 1975 1976 Total/% 
Available 

Yes 5 3 5 12 7 9 4 45/72.6% 
No 5321132 17/27.4% 

GRADUATES' EVALUATION OF THE BUSINESS EDUCATION PROGRAM 

Questions 24 through 29 of the questionnaire attempted to 

determine the validity of the six hypotheses statements made in 

Chapter 1 concerning the Business Education Program at Clyde Park 

High School. This section will present the results of those six 

questions in Table 23, page 62. 

Question 24 of the qurestionnaire asked the graduates if 

the business education program at Clyde Park High School provided 

adequate education and training for their vocational business occupa¬ 

tion needs. The results indicate that 57.4 percent felt it was 

adequate and 42.6 percent felt the vocational business training was 

inadequate. Question 25 asked the graduates if the business education 

program provided adequate education to meet their social business 

needs. This question received the greatest positive response for 
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any of the six discussed in this section with 73.0 percent indicating 

the social business program was adequate and 27.0 percent indicating 

program inadequacies. The next question asked the graduates if they 

felt the business program met their college preparation business needs. 

There was a 50.9 percent response indicating this particular area met 

their needs and 49.1 percent response indicating this part of the 

business program did not adequately meet their needs. 

The results of question 27 were quite similar to that of 

question 26. The percentage responses again were very close. In 

question 27 the graduates were asked if they felt the facilities and 

equipment of the business education program at Clyde Park adequately 

met their needs. Of the graduates, 51.7 percent felt the equipment > 

and facilities met their needs and 48.3 percent felt this aspect of 

the business education program was inadequate. Question 28 asked 

the graduates if they felt the business program provided an adequate 

instructor and adequate instructional media and methods of instruc¬ 

tion to meet the graduates’ needs. Results of this question indicated 

67.9 percent felt this part of the business education program was 

adequate and 32.1 percent felt it was not adequate. The last question 

wanted to know if the business education program provided the neces¬ 

sary career guidance to meet the graduates’ needs. Replies indicated 

62.3 percent felt it did meet their needs and 37.7 percent felt that 

career guidance in the business education program was inadequate. 
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Table 23. Graduates' Evaluation of the Business Education Program 

Question 1970 1971 1972 1973 1974 1975 1976 Total/% 

Question #24 
Statement //I 

Yes 4 4 2 6 .3 6 6 31/57.4% 

Voc. Business 
Needs 

No 5 2 5 3 3 4 0 23/42.6% 

Question #25 
Statement #2 

Yes 9 4 4 7 6 10 6 46/73.0% 

Social Business 
Needs 

No 3 2 3 5 2 2 0 17/27.0% 

Question #26 
Statement #3 

Yes 3 2 4 4 5 4 5 27/50.9% 

College Prep. 
Business Needs 

No 7 3 2 6 1 6 1 26/49.1% 

Question #27 
Statement #4 

Yes 7 2 3 5 4 7 3 31/51.7% 

Equipment and 
Facility Needs 

No 5 4 4 6 2 5 3 29/48.3% 

Question #28 
Statement #5 

Yes 4 2 4 6 5 10 6 38/67.9% 

Instructor, Media, 
Methods Needs 

No 6 4 2 4 0 2 0 18/32.1% 

Question #29 
Statement #6 

Yes 5 2 4 8 5 9 5 38/62.3% 

Career Education 
Guidance Needs 

No 6 4 3 5 1 3 1 23/37.7% 

REPRESENTATIVE COMMENTS FROM GRADUATES 

The last question in the survey gave the graduates an oppor¬ 

tunity to make comments concerning any area of the Business Education 

Program at Clyde Park High School that they wished. Below is a list 
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of the constructive comments which were made by the graduates of 

Clyde Park High School from years 1970 through 1976: 

. .1 felt that the business courses could have been more 

realistic, when I was at CPHS. Only basic skills were offered. They 

were adequate but not challenging." 

"... I would like to see more economics options." 

"... Many programs were available; however, we were never 

counseled as to what was necessary to have." 

.". . . Most of the subjects you listed were not given at 

Clyde Park, just the essentials such as bookkeeping, typing, and 

shorthand. If you give these subjects now, I praise the school sys¬ 

tem because business is very important in tl*is world today." 

". . . It is good to see that additional courses are being 

offered in the business field. CPHS needed much improvement in that 

area." 

". . .1 feel that I obtained a very good education from 

Clyde Park; when I first enrolled in Vo-Tech, they gave tests to you. 

If you were able to pass these they let you advance on to where you 

belonged. I was able to pass all of the tests because I had learned 

it all in high school." 

"... The business program in Clyde Park has gotten better, 

since I was in high school. I regret not taking some courses to 

prepare myself for the business world." 
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". . . Offer more courses like insurance, taxes, and check¬ 

book; also, the courses I took in high school were adequate for what 

I am doing." 

"... Would like to see more occupational information made 

available to students." 

"... More work is needed concentrating on business and 

the importance after high school. Also typing is a must in Jr. High 

and shorthand if possible for girls." 

". . .1 believe that CPHS should have more and better busi¬ 

ness machines to keep up with the fast advancing business world so 

the person who goes further with business x^ill know how to run the 

new machines that are being made." 

"... I feel that students would respond and benefit greatly 

from an expanded office machines course." 

". . .1 found my legal packet taken in high school for one 

semester to be very helpful." 

". . . Clyde Park lacked a few items of equipment necessary 

to become familiar' with, when applying for a job, example: cash 

register." 

". . . It’s nice to know that someone in the school is trying 

to improve the education of others." 



Chapter 5 

SUMMARY, CONCLUSIONS, AND RECOMMENDATIONS 

SUMMARY 

The purpose of this survey was to determine the adequacy and 

effectiveness of the Business Education Program at Clyde Park High 

School. The survey instrument was sent to eighty-one graduates of 

Clyde Park High School from years 1970, 1971, 1972, 1973, 1974, 1975, 

and 1976. 

Of the eighty-one questionnaires sent, sixty-seven were 

returned. Two of the returned questionnaires were unusable because 

they were returned blank which left sixty-five usable questionnaires. 

The questionnaire solicited facts concerning the graduates’ education 

and employment as well as their opinions of the total Business Edu¬ 

cation Program at Clyde Park High school. The information collected . 

was used as a basis from which to make valid conclusions and positive 

recommendations to enhance the Business Education Program at Clyde 

Park High School. 

SUMMARY OF REVIEW OF LITERATURE 

A brief review of the history of Business Education during 

this century indicates that from 1900 to 1930 most business education 

was vocational in nature with many people receiving on-the-job 
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training in most business occupations. During the 1930’s and 1940's 

many men moved up into advanced, higher-level business occupations 

leaving office-type jobs to the female sector. Women eagerly 

accepted this opportunity. During the 50's and early 60's great 

emphasis was placed on the social business aspects; however, with 

the government establishing laws encouraging vocational business 

education, social and economic education was left in a tailspin. 

During the 1970’s there has emerged a realization that both voca¬ 

tional and social business education are a must in the high school 

and hopefully it will continue in that direction. 

The future needs and requirements of business education is 

ever expanding. With the development of data processing and computer! 

zation, many highly specialized and technical business occupations 

are being established. Business education programs will need to 

develop social business aspects by integrating a number of general 

education objectives into the programs. These objectives include: 

communication and mathematics skills, citizenship and social behavior 

as well as laws, values, and an appreciation of our economic system. 

Projections for future employment needs indicate that by 1980, 50 

percent of all jobs will be office related. This provides business 

education programs a challenging opportunity to meet the needs of 

future employment and economic literacy. 
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Conclusions and recommendations drawn from other research 

and follow-up studies tend to indicate that more emphasis should be 

placed on the following aspects in a business education program: 

composing business letters, accuracy and proofreading, use of telephone 

equipment, employment opportunities and salaries, getting more boys 

involved in business education, provide more business courses for 

college bound students, program should be real not realistic, help 

students in selecting courses in business curriculum, provide co-op. 

programs, flexibility, office machines should be leased or rented, 

applying for a job, shorthand, provide more economic literacy courses, 

more comprehensive office machines course. 

SUMMARY OF FINDINGS 

Results of findings determined in Chapter 4 were divided into 

these areas: general background information, occupational information, 

educational information, and graduates’ evaluation of the business 

education program at Clyde Park High School. 

The general background information as shown in Tables 1 and 

2 established the following results: 

1. Of eighty-one questionnaires sent,.sixty-seven were 

returned and sixty-five were usable. No individual class year returned 

less than 58 percent of the questionnaires. 
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2. Of the sixty-five respondents, 91 percent signed the 

questionnaires; 46.3 percent were married; 53.7 percent were single; 

76 percent resided in Montana; and 5 percent were in the military 

service. 

The occupational information found from the study included: 

3. The distributive and service occupational categories 

received the greatest participation by the graduates with 15.4 percent 

each. 

4. It was determined that the largest group of graduates 

(49.2 percent) were employed and living outside the local employment 

area of a twenty-five mile radius. 

5. A number of occupational tests were given to the graduates 

The test which was given most often was the personality test; 31.7 

percent of the respondents had been given a personality test. 

6. Occupational performance standards provided these 

results: 

Shorthand Dictation 80-100 words per minute 

Shorthand Transcription 35 words per minute 

Typewriting Average 50 words per minute 

7. Graduates were asked to list the types of employment 

they had held since graduation. Results indicate forty-five different 

occupations were listed by the sixty-five graduates who responded to 
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this question. The occupations in which respondents participated 

most often were: 

Secretary - 8 

Sales Clerk - 9 

Ranch Hand - 10 

8. It was determined the best time to gain employment was 

the months of August, September and October. The month of June was 

a close second. The greatest number of those graduates responding 

indicated they had obtained their current job in 1976. 

9, Results indicated that 55.4 percent of the respondents 

obtained their current job by applying directly in person to the 

employer. 

10. The earnings which graduates received most often was 

601-700 dollars per month. This represented 19.2 percent of the 

responses. 

11. The filing system most often used in businesses in which 

the graduates were involved was alphabetic. This represented 49.1 

percent of the responses. 

12. Of the sixty-two office occupational duties listed on 

the questionnaire, those duties performed by the greatest number of 

respondents were: answering the telephone (twenty-six responses) 

and placing telephone calls (twenty-nine responses). 
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13. When graduates were asked whether job standards for 

typing were higher or lower than those in high school, 38.1 percent 

felt job standards were higher than high school standards, 33.3 per¬ 

cent felt job standards were about the same, and 28.6 percent felt 

job standards were lower than those established in high school. 

14. When comparing job standards for shorthand with high 

school standards the response was very small. Of eight graduates 

responding, five or 62.5 percent felt job standards were higher in 

business than those in the high school. 

15. That business machine the graduates used most often in 

their jobs was the electric typewriter which was used by 53.8 percent 

of the graduates responding.* 

The types of education the graduates pursued, completed, and 

felt were of value were presented in Table 16 through 22. 

16. Graduates were asked to list those business courses 

taken in high school. Of the sixty-five responding, 90.8 percent 

took typewriting I, 70.8 percent took bookkeeping, and 55.4 percent 

took typewriting II. 

17. It was found that thirty-eight graduates enrolled in 

some type of post-high-school educational institution. The largest, 

group (ten) attended Montana State University. Helena Vocational- 

Technical Center was next with nine graduates attending. 

i 
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18. The post-high-school educational level completed most 

often was: one year of a four-year program and one year of business 

training at a Vocational-Technical Center. Each of these received 

a 14.3 percent response. The highest level attained in post¬ 

secondary education was a Master’s Degree in Business Administration 

(five years). 

19. The post-high-school courses taken most often by the 

respondents were: 

Accounting - 13 responses 

Typewriting - 10 responses 

Shorthand - 7 responses 

Business Mathematics - 7 responses 

20. Graduates were asked to indicate the most valuable course 

taken in high school and the least valuable courses taken in high 

school. The three most valuable courses and their percentages were: 

Typewriting II 78.3 percent 

Typewriting I 75.0 percent 

Clerical Office Practice 64.7 percent 

The courses which were considered of least value were: 

Shorthand II 66.7 percent 

Business Law 55.6 percent 

Consumer Economics 54.5 percent 
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21. Graduates were provided with a list of courses from 

which to select six they would like to take if they were once again 

in high school. The courses which received the greatest response 

were: 

Data Processing 29 

Business Law 28 

Bookkeeping II 27 

Bookkeeping I 22 

Salesmanship 21 

Typewriting II 21 

22. Did the school curriculum programs provide the occupa¬ 

tional information needed by the graduates? Of the graduates, 72.6 

percent indicated that occupational information was made available 

to them. 

23. Graduates were asked to evaluate the Business Education 

Program at Clyde Park High School. Results, as shown in Table 23, 

indicate a positive response to all aspects of the business education 

program. Conclusions drawn from the information shown in Table 23 

will be presented on page 76. 

24. Page 73 presents an analysis of occupations, education, 

and earnings of. the respondents. This may help future graduates make 

rational decisions about employment requirements and benefits. 
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Table 24. Respondents’ Current Occupations, Education and Salaries 

Occupation Number Post HS Education Wages 

Office 
Secretary 7 (6) 1 yr, (1) 2 yr AA $200-$700 
Claims Clerk 1 (1) none $500-$600 
Telephone Operator 1 (1) none $500-$600 
Total (9) 

Distributive 
Store Clerk 3 (2) 1 yr & ^ yr (1) none $300-$600 
Store Cashier 1 (1) none $300-$400 
Salesman 1 (1) none $900-$1000 
Manager 3 (1) 1 yr (1) BS (1) MBA $800~$1000 & up 
Waitress 2 (1) *2 yr (1) none $200-$300 

Total (10) 

Service Occupation 
Cook 1 (1) none $200-$300 
Maid 1 (1) none $300-$400 
Housewife 8 (1) BS (6) none (1) ^ yr ? 

Total (10) 

Industry 
Sander 1 (1) 1 yr $300-$400 
Welder 2 (2) 1 yr $800-$900 
Prod. Engineer 1 (1) 1 yr $600-$700 
Mechanic 2 (1) 1 yr (1) 1 yr $900-$1000 & up 
Electrician 1 (1) 1 yr $900-$1000 

Total (7) 

Education 
Student 6 (4) 3 yr (2) 1 yr $100-$200 
Teachers Aid 1 (1) none $600-$700 

Total (7) 

Medical Services 
Nurse 2 (2) 1 yr $400-$500 
Nurses Aid 1 (1) 1 yr $400-$500 
Vet. Tech. 1 (1) 1 yr $400-$500 
X-Ray Tech. 1 (1) 1 yr $700-$800 
Total (5) 
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Table 24 (continued) 

Occupation Number Post HS Education Wages 

Agriculture 
Ranch Hand 3 (3) none $400-$600 
Farmer 1 (1) none ? 
Total (4) 

Transportation 
Truck Driver 1 (1) none $600-$700 
Highway Research 

Spec. 2 (1) 1 yr (1) BA $900-$1000 & up 
Law Enforcement 1 (1) 1 yr $900-$1000 & up 
Total (4) 

Construction 
Laborer 2 (1) 2 yr (1) none $700-$1000 & up 
Equip. Operator 1 (1) none $800-$900 
Total (3) 

Lumbering 
Mill Worker 2 (2) none $600-$700 
Logger 1 (1) none $700-$800 
Total (3) 

Military Service 
Air Force 2 (2) AFTTS $500-$700 
Navy 1 (1) $600-$700 
Total (3) 

The last question on the questionnaire asked for comments 

concerning the Business Education Program at Clyde Park High School. 

Some items the respondents emphasized as needing more concern were: 

more career counseling and occupational guidance, expand the program 

by adding more courses, and provide up-dated office equipment. 
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CONCLUSIONS 

As a basis for determining the adequacy of the Business 

Education Program at Clyde Park High School, six hypotheses were 

stated in Chapter 2. The results of the graduates’ evaluation are 

presented in Table 23, page 62. From these results, the following 

conclusions are drawn concerning the Business Education Program 

at Clyde Park High School. 

Hypothesis number 1. Graduates of Clyde Park High School 

during the years 1970 through 1976 received adequate education and 

training for vocational business occupations. Hypothesis number 1 

was retained according to question 24, Table 23. 

Hypothesis number 2. Graduates of Clyde Park High School 

during the years 1970 through 1976 received adequate education to 

meet their social business needs. Hypothesis number 2 was retained 

according to question 25, Table 23. 

Hypothesis number 3. Graduates of Clyde Park High School 

during the years 1970 through 1976 received adequate basic business 

preparation for college entrance from which to begin an advanced 

professional business career. Hypothesis number 3 was retained 

according to question 26, Table 23. 

Hypothesis number 4. The facilities and equipment of the 

Business Education Program at Clyde Park High School met the individual 
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needs of the graduates during the years 1970 through 1976. Hypothesis 

number 4 was retained according to question 27, Table 23. 

Hypothesis number 5. The instructor, media, and methods of 

instruction met the needs of the graduates during the years 1970 

through 1976. Hypothesis number 5 was retained according to question 

28, Table 23. 

Hypothesis number 6. The Business Education Program at Clyde 

Park High School met the career education needs of the graduates 

during the years 1970 through 1976 for work in the business world. 

Hypothesis number 6 was retained according to question 29, Table 23. 

I 

RECOMMENDATIONS 

1. The school should concentrate on updating equipment used 

in the business education program. 

2. The school should attempt to expand the program by 

including more advanced professional business courses, such as, 

Bookkeeping II, Data Processing and Salesmanship. 

3. The school should maintain those courses already estab¬ 

lished in the program to continue to meet the future graduates1 

vocational and social business needs. 

4. The standards for typewriting should be increased to 

fifty words per minute and shorthand to ninety words per minute for 

employment preparation. 
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5. The school should maintain a college preparatory cur¬ 

riculum. However, as much emphasis should be placed cm preparing 

students to enroll in a one or two year vocational-technical school 

as has been placed on preparing them for a four year college program. 

6. For those who do not attend college, a vocational coopera¬ 

tive program should be established to meet students’ needs for 

employment. 

7. The school should provide student orientation to school 

curriculum programs, as well as course offerings and requirements. 
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APPENDIX A 

COVER LETTER TO GRADUATES 

October 1, 1976 

Dear Graduate of CPUS: 

The records at Clyde Park High School indicate that you have 
graduated from that school in recent years. We feel the main purpose 
of the high school business education program is to meet the needs 
of its students. Is CPHS doing its job? We feel you are the best 
judge of that, so won’t you take a few minutes and fill in the 
enclosed questionnaire? Let your answers reflect your true feelings 
in order for this study to have meaning. All answers will be kept 
confidential, and names will not be used. It is important that 
everyone return this questionnaire for the best possible results. 

j 

The results of this questionnaire will help to determine 
which business courses should be offered. In addition, hopefully, 
it will indicate any other changes needed within the total business 
education curriculum in order to provide a more effective educational 
atmosphere necessary to the future graduates needs. 

I would appreciate it if you would answer and return this 
questionnaire by October 10, 1976. A stamped, self-addressed envelop 
is enclosed for your convenience. 

Best wishes and thank you for your assistance. 

Sincerely, 

Enclosure 

Dale D. Sailer 
Business Teacher 



APPENDIX B 

FIRST FOLLOW-UP LETTER 

December 1, 1976 

Dear Graduate of CPUS: 

The records at Clyde Park High School indicate that you have 
graduated from that school in recent years. We feel the main purpose 
of the high school business education program is to meet the needs of 
its students. Is CPHS doing its job? We feel you are the best judge 
of that, so won’t you take a few minutes and fill in the enclosed 
questionnaire? Let your answers reflect your true feelings in order 
for this study to have meaning. All answers will be kept confidential, 
and names will not be used. It is important that everyone return this 
questionnaire for the best possible results. 

The results of this questionnaire will help to determine 
which business courses should be offered. In addition, hopefully, 
it will indicate any other changes needed within the total business 
education curriculum in order to provide a more effective educational 
atmosphere necessary to the future graduates' needs. 

In the event you may have misplaced the previously mailed 
questionnaire, another is enclosed. I would appreciate it if you 
would answer and return this questionnaire as soon as possible. A 
stamped, self-addressed envelope is enclosed for your convenience. 

Your assistance will be greatly appreciated. 

Sincerely yours. 

Dale D. Sailer 

Enclosure 



APPENDIX C 

SECOND FOLLOW-UP LETTER 

March 30, 1977 

Dear Graduate of CPUS: 

The records at Clyde Park High School indicate that you have 
graduated from that school in recent years. We feel the main pur¬ 
pose of the high school business education program is to meet the 
needs of its students. Is CPHS doing its job? We feel you are the 
best judge of that, so won't you take a few minutes and fill in the 
enclosed questionnaire? Let your answers reflect your true feelings 
in order for this study to have meaning. All answers will be kept 
confidential, and names will not be used. It is important that every¬ 
one return this questionnaire for the best possible results. 

The results of this questionnaire will help to determine 
which business courses should .be offered. In addition,, hopefully, 
it will indicate any other changes needed within the total business 
education curriculum in order to provide a more effective educational 
atmosphere necessary to the future graduates’ needs. 

In the event you may have misplaced the previously mailed 
questionnaires, another is enclosed. I would appreciate it if you 
would answer and return this questionnaire as soon as possible. A 
stamped, self-addressed envelope is enclosed for your convenience. 

Your assistance will be greatly appreciated. Thank you. 

Sincerely yours, 

Enclosure 

Dale D. Sailer, Business Teacher 
Clyde Park High School 



APPENDIX D 

CLYDE PARK HIGH SCHOOL FOLLOW-UP QUESTIONNAIRE 

Please fill out the following questionnaire: 

1 •. Name   Maiden Name  
(Optional) (Optional) 

2. Marital Status: Single Widowed Married Divorced 

3. What is your present occupation? (example: housewife, farmer, 
salesman, student, armed services, etc.) 7^  

4. Name and address of employer 

5. Indicate the tests which were administered when you applied for 
your job. 

 ^English  ^Spelling  None 
 Personality  ^Typewriting Other  
 ^Shorthand  Vocabulary 

6. What standards of performance were required of you to be hired 
for your job? (For instance: Type 45 words a minute in a 5- 
rainute test with not more than 5 errors.)  

7. Since graduation from high school, what types of employment have 
you held, if any?       

8. When did you start your present job?    

9. How did you obtain your present job? (please check one below) 

 Through a union  ^Through a state employment agency 
 Through a relative  ^Through a private placement agency 
 Through a friend  By answering an advertisement 
 Through a school counselor  By applying directly to a person 
 Through civil service or company that might be hiring 
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10. What is your present monthly salary (before tax deductions): 

 Under $100  $201-$300  $401-$500  $601-$700  $801-$900 

 $101-$200  $301-$400  $501-$600  $701-$800  $901-$1000 

 $1001 and over 

11. Check.filing systems you used. 

Alphabetic  Numeric  Subject 

Geographic  Soundex Others_ 

12. Check the duties you perfromed on your present job. 

Typed straight copy 

Typed rough drafts 

Typed in printed forms 

Typed carbon copies 

Typed form letters 

Typed tabulated material 

Typed envelopes 

Typed stencils 

Typed masters for fluid duplicator 

Typed mats for offset duplicator 

Typed bills and statements 

Transcribed recorded materials 

Took dictation and transcribed 

Took minutes of meetings 

Composed letters 

Proofreading 

Made appointments 

Made reservations 

Planned conferences 

Did research for reports 

Answered the telephones 

Placed telephone calls 

Received visitors 

Handled mail 

Keypunched cards 

Verified punched cards 

Retail selling 

Operated computer terminal 

Operated cash register 

Operated a switchboard 

Operated an addressing machine 

Made journal entries 

Posted to ledgers 

Posted to detail sheets 

Kept business checkbook 

Made bank deposits 

Reconciled bank statements 

Worked on payroll 

Typed government reports 

Prepared financial reports 

Made closing entries 

Made correcting entries 

Prepared balance sheets 

Prepared income statements 

Took inventory 

Computed depreciation 

Computed discounts 

Checked extensions 

Kept a complete set of books 

Computed costs 

Analyzed costs 

Prepared tax statements 

Coded for filing 

Filing and retrieved 

Typed file folder labels 

Sorted for filing 

Set up filing system 

Others 
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13. If your present position required typing, how did the job 
requirements compare with your school’s requirements? 

 Higher than in school  About the same as in school 
 Lower than in school 

14. If your present position required shorthand, how did the job 
requirements compare with your school's requirements? 

 Higher than in school About the same as in school 
 Lower than in school 

15. Below is a list of business courses offered at Clyde Park High 
School. Check those courses that you took while a student at 
Clyde Park High School. 

Shorthand I 
Shorthand II 
Typewriting I 
Typewriting II 

16. Check the amount of skill you initially needed on the following 
types of equipment. 

Great Deal Some None 

      Electric Typewriter 
      Manual Typewriter 
      Full-key adding-listing machine 
      Ten-key adding-listing machine 
      Electronic calculator 
      Printing calculator 
      Fluid duplicator 
      Offset duplicator 
      Stencil duplicator 
      Transcribing machine 
      Bookkeeping machine 
      Copy machine 

Specialized typewriter keyboard 
machine—word processing and com¬ 
posing devices (Please indicate) 

Bookkeeping I 
Business Law 
Business Mathematics 
Clerical Office Practice 
Consumer Economics 
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Great Deal Some None 

      Data processing equipment 
      Keypunch 
      Verifier 
       Sorter 
      Interpreter 
      Collator 
      Reproducer 
      Accounting machine 
      Computer 
      Terminal 

Other 

17. Have you taken any business courses beyond high school? 
 Yes  No. If your answer is "Yes" please complete the 
following: 

Name of Institution(s) Name of Courses(s) Years completed 

18. Have you obtained a degree from a post-secondary school? 
 Yes  No. If your answer is "Yes," what degree and from 
what school? 

19. If you obtained a degree from a post-secondary school, what was 
your major field of study?_  
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20. Please number the three (3) business subjects taken in Clyde 
Park High School that have been of the most value to you since 
graduation. (In order of importance, number 1 being the most 
important.) 

 Bookkeeping I 
 Business Law 
 ^Consumer Economics 
 ^Clerical Office Practice 

Business Mathematics 

21. Please number the three (3) business subjects taken in Clyde Park 
High School that have been of the least value to you since gradua¬ 
tion. (In order of importance, number 1 being the least 
important.) 

 Bookkeeping I 
.  Business Law 
 ^Consumer Economics 
 ^Clerical Office Practice 

Business Mathematics 

22. Check (not more than six [6]) of the following business courses 
which you would like to take if you were to enroll in Clyde Park 
High School at the present time. 

Typewriting I 
Typewriting II 
Shorthand I 
Shorthand II 

Typewriting I 
Typewriting II 
Shorthand I 
Shorthand II 

Bookkeeping I 
Bookkeeping II 
Data Processing 
Business Law 
Business Mathematics 
Clerical Office Practice 
Consumer Economics 
Economics 
Other 

General Business 
Office Machines 
Salesmanship 
Shorthand I 
Shorthand II 
Typewriting I 
Typewriting II 
Business English 

23. Was occupational information made available to you while you 
attended Clyde Park High School?  Yes  No. If "Yes," by 
whom? (Specify)  

24. Did the business education program at Clyde Park High School pro¬ 
vide adequate education and training for vocational business 
occupations? (Example: secretary, office worker, bookkeeper, 
salesman, etc.)  Yes No 
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25. Did the business education program at Clyde Park High School 
provide adequate education to meet your social business needs? 
(Personal business needs: checkbook, taxes, insurance, etc.) 

Yes No 

26. Did the business education program at Clyde Park High School 
provide adequate preparation for the advanced professional or 
business occupations? (College preparation courses) 

Yes No 

27. Did the business education program at Clyde Park High School 
provide the necessary equipment and facilities to meet your 
needs in the business world?   Yes No 

28. Did the business education program at Clyde Park High School 
provide an adequate instructor, media, and methods of instruction 
necessary to meet your instructional needs for preparation for 
the business world?   Yes No 

29. Did the business education program at Clyde Park High School 
provide adequate occupational guidance to meet your career 
education needs for work in the business world? Yes No 

30. Please feel free to make any comments: 


